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Presentation Notes
In this module we will cover the WorkFace Planning Coordinator. This will be very similar to the WorkFace Planner module, but the Coordinator has a heightened role in the management of several WorkFace Planners, and interfacing with the major stakeholders.
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The outline for Module 203 is pictured above.



Lesson #1
AWP Definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lesson number one we will define Advanced Work Packaging.
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What is AWP? 

Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope 
into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve 
improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile and 
lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to 
optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Advanced Work Packaging (AWP) is a project framework to divide project scope into manageable portions of work for planning and execution, in order to achieve improved productivity and increased predictability. AWP incorporates agile, lean construction methodologies - empowered through automation technology - to optimize capital project delivery across the entire asset lifecycle.  The WorkFace Planning Coordinator works within this realm of WorkFace Planning, but also needs to be more involved with monitoring the outputs of KPIs, the progress of the WorkFace Planners that he's responsible for and understanding things from Project Control that are coming down from the pre-CWP release in the front-end planning stage.The WorkFace Planning Coordinator takes a proactive role in monitoring where things really are, and what's going to get released, and then looking at the statistics and KPI’s, after the IWP’s are closed out. This is a broader role than that of the WorkFace Planner. We’ll discuss the organization, and how they fit in, and the level of authority they have. On larger projects there will be multiple Coordinators supervising several WorkFace Planners, possibly for a specific trade or for multiple trades on smaller projects.
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What's the Definition WFP?

WorkFace Planning (WFP) is the process of organizing 
and delivering all elements necessary before work is 

started, to enable craft persons to perform quality 
work in a safe, effective and efficient manner.

WHAT IS WFP?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Workface Planning is the process of organizing and delivering all the elements necessary before work is started. In this case, the Workface Planning coordinator is supporting the Workface Planners in the process of doing that organizing and negotiating with other disciplines and trades and moving upwards to talk to engineers and WorkFace Planning Managers, depending on the project. There is an accountability here. The WFP Coordinator is not directly producing the IWPs, but is overseeing the production, quality, and outcomes of the work that is being done on them.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, now it's time for the first quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard click on quiz number one.



Lesson #2
AWP Coordinator Job Description

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lesson number two we will be discussing the job description of the AWP Coordinator.
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WorkFace Coordinator Job Description

WFP Coordinator

The WorkFace Coordinator will be responsible for managing the IWP Production for the AWP 
program, including influencing early project setup and guiding engineering and project control 
systems. 

The WorkFace Coordinator works directly with the owner's AWP Coordinator to drive the efficient 
implementation, monitoring and mentoring of the AWP program on a construction project or at a 
corporate programmatic level. 

The WorkFace Coordinator job responsibilities: 

• Provide strategic consulting and implementation advise to projects

• Ensure engineering deliverables and data align with WFP Production requirements

• Align engineering, procurement and construction stakeholders to implement and facilitate their 
company specific WFP Production

• Drive efficient implementation of AWP Programs through any stage of a project’s lifecycle

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WorkFace Planning Coordinator is responsible for managing IWP production across the entire AWP program. The WorkFace Planners may integrate with multiple WorkFace Coordinators. Depending on the job, they could be involved with influencing the early project setup, helping guide engineering, and project controls systems. On much larger jobs this is left to the WorkFace Planning Managers, or AWP champions, or others, but this is an opportunity for the WorkFace Planning Coordinator to get more involved with the up-front planning. The WorkFace Coordinator works directly with the owner's AWP Coordinator to drive efficient implementation, so there is going to be a tie between the owner and the WorkFace Coordinator for monitoring and mentoring of the AWP program on a construction project, or at a corporate programmatic level. On some larger giga projects the WF Coordinator is pretty much in the field, because there's so much to coordinate at that level. The organization, criteria, and responsibilities for the Coordinator will shift, as determined project-by-project. Here are the typical WorkFace Coordinator job responsibilities that we’ve identified, and the potential involvement with each:Provide strategic consulting and implementation advice to projects : If they're brought onboard early enough and the projects are not giga projects, they will have a chance to reach a certain extent into the AWP planning and offer some advice on how things should be organized, or coordinated, or integrated. Ensure engineering deliverables and data align with WFP production requirements : Even though the responsibility of the WorkFace Planner is to be a liaison of engineering, it is a specific engineer who will be responsible for a delivering CWP. In this case, the coordinator need to be involved, to make sure that the WorkFace Planners are moving along and getting the information they need, and to facilitate upstream and look at the overall engineering deliverables and what their status is. They also need to understand how they can better support the WorkFace Planners to do their job. Engineering is a critical component of the success of the WorkFace Planning effort. Align engineering, procurement and construction stakeholders to implement and facilitate their company specific WFP Production : Every project requires some modifications to the program, to support not only the variation of the project types, but also who the members of that project team are. One scenario to consider: If you have 80% of the direct work and a few subcontractors that come on board, or if you are in an environment where you hire mostly subcontractors, those are different levels of engagement. Once we can get into a project, we must start at the Coordinator level to align engineering, procurement and construction stakeholders, to implement and facilitate their company specific WFP production. When things escalate they will be moved from the WorkFace Planners to the WorkFace Planning Coordinator. If that can't happen then it's got to go up higher. All of this has to happen quickly. Getting involved earlier is better, especially if a project decision has to be made.Drive efficient implementation of AWP Programs through any stage of a project’s lifecycle : When the WorkFace Planners get a CWP and start breaking it down into IWP’s and clearing the constraints of very specific work, they themselves might become skilled at completing, making, and producing a certain type of work. WorkFace Planning Coordinators need to be able to work from the front end of a project all the way to the backend, and understand the process through every step of that life cycle, so that they know how to manage a new project coming in, and any civil work, all the way to a turnover package. It is important for them to understand the entirety of the Project Life Cycle, and to be able to support their role. We would like Coordinators to be very familiar with all stages of the project, and AWP programs specific to that project. Sometimes we have people who want to use a method they’ve used on another project, and we need to explain how AWP is going to be applied to this project. It is critical to be well versed in the complete delivery of the Project Lifecycle.
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WorkFace Coordinator Job Description

The WorkFace Coordinator job responsibilities: Continued

• Monitor and assess a contractor's progress in their IWP Production

• Coaching and mentoring of WorkFace Planners

• Work with projects to gather and analyze project details for WFP Production

• Create, or assist in the creation of digital materials including AWP playbooks, guidelines, 
Installation Work Packages

• Effectively apply Company supplied materials to projects

• Coordinate with projects and internal Company teams to ensure planning process is well executed 
and deliverables are produced in a timely manner

• Support creation of weekly and short-range lookahead planning materials for General Foreman

• Training on WFP techniques

• Other WFP related implementation and project responsibilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's also look at some of the broader supervisory responsibilities. We need to monitor and assess a contractor's progress in their IWP Production : There are going to be a lot of requirements. We need to understand where the metrics and KPIs are in terms of progress. Is anything being closed out? What's coming from our friends in the middle of CWP Readiness and Release on the engineering, and materials on  site? What’s early? What’s late? They need to plan ahead and then execute that. They need to understand where they are in the CWP/ IWP progress, and then what’s been released, so they can report that back to Project Controls.Coaching and mentoring of WorkFace Planners : One of the WorkFace Coordinator’s key roles is to be able to bring on new WorkFace Planners and get them trained. If they need to be trained make sure that they are executing according to the AWP program. There are always going to be questions and problems that arise on any project, and the WorkFace Coordinator needs to be there to support their WorkFace Planners. Make sure that they are communicating and integrating properly, and not afraid to ask questions. There are going to be some strong personalities in the field, which are going to apply pressure on WorkFace Planners to not do the right thing. On some big mega projects where general foremen and superintendents want to game the system, they're going to try to do things in their own favor. For example, if there is a shortage of materials and flanges, they may want to load up IWP’s to secure all the flanges. That's not good for the project. We need coaches in place to take out a guard against that, and make sure that they're doing the right thing.Work with projects to gather and analyze project details for WFP Production : Here we are looking at controls. What are the details? How can we get up stream to better see what's coming to us and our teams? The earlier we can plan, the earlier we can support the project as coordinators. How can we guide WorkFace Planners to produce better IWPs, to support better WorkFace Planning production? There are going to be other details where integration across other disciplines is going to be required. We need to determine the logical details that would not normally go into a schedule when several WorkFace Planners are trying to clear their IWPs of constraints and drive-up reliability on installation. That’s going to take some integration with others. They could execute IWPs without any interference from others, but other opportunities to better synchronize work will have been missed. The WorkFace Coordinator needs to look for opportunities with other coordinators to better optimize the project.Create, or assist in the creation of digital materials including AWP playbooks, guidelines, Installation Work Packages : Most of the organizations that are involved with Advanced Work Packaging will have some desire, to put standards in place.  We could create playbooks for the corporation, as guidelines, or use some pre-existing materials that can be adapted to the project. Once they have those, it would be great for the WorkFace Coordinator to make sure that they are adapted in line with the project. We like to use the guidelines and Installation Work Packages from role-based playbooks. There are a lot of digital materials that come our way, and the WorkFace Planning Coordinator can be instrumental in providing these job aids. WorkFace Planners know what they have to do with the technologies in place. Somebody new coming in will need to get up to speed quickly and these digital materials support that.Effectively apply company supplied materials to projects : Material coordination and supply chain is another area where, if we don't get that right, or we don't involve the material coordinators, our IWP’s are constantly threatened or not completed because of material failure. The Coordinators need to understand how the material flows for the project to work. We need to know the rules, and the timeline for when materials are expected. We should be doing trial allocations to make sure the materials are going to be available and make final assessments and then allocate those materials right before they are released. There are feasibility studies, allocation, and efficiency of use of the materials to be determined. A Coordinator needs to fully understand these, and if they are not in place, encourage that they are created, and then create better rules, to more effectively apply to the supply of materials. Coordinate with projects and internal company teams to ensure the planning process is well executed and deliverables are produced in a timely manner - This is the magic of WorkFace Planning, to remove constraints. Typically, when we use the conventional process things still get done. But we don't expedite, coordinate, manage, or understand the deliverables that are going to support WorkFace Planners. Things can go haywire, and we can miss a critical issue.  A WorkFace Planning Coordinator may work across several projects and at the overall project level, and working with the direct owner,  where a WorkFace Planner works only typically in a specific area of a single project. So, the WorkFace Coordinator works in a much more vast area across multiple projects, where as a WorkFace Planner is working in an area within a project. That’s their job, to make sure that these teams are executing responsibly, and also that the deliverables that are coming to them and leaving from them are produced in a timely manner, because their deliverable from the WorkFace Planner is a constraint free IWP or IWP release plan. Support creation of weekly and short-range lookahead planning materials for the General Foreman : General foremen are working with the WorkFace planners, and organizing and understanding the sequence of the IWPs, and the work steps, or standard processes that go into it. When they eventually get the IWP released to them, they drop these into their short-range lookahead planning efforts with the WorkFace Planner, and especially the Coordinator, as he has a broader perspective of the whole job. The Coordinator may offer advice on the nuances of the IWP, and some of the challenges that the General Foreman needs to be aware of. So, when they drop that into the weekly work plan, and start their short-range look ahead planning, they have a better chance at installing the IWP or other pre-requisite field level constraints that are needed.Training in WFP techniques : This goes along with the coaching and mentoring the WorkFace Planners. You need to be able to communicate and be available to provide the training at other locations, besides the primary work area. You might need to do some training with non-WorkFace Planners as well,  just to make people aware of what the WorkFace Planning group does. Other WFP related implementation and project responsibilities: WorkFace Planners are becoming so well attuned to construction, integration, and interfacing that they are often asked to come in and do constructability analysis or integrate and work with other teams that support the project.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, now it's time for the second quiz of this module.In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard click on quiz number two.



Lesson #3

WorkFace Coordinator – WFP to me

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lesson number 3 we will be investigating what WorkFace Planning means to the WorkFace Coordinator.
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As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator , here what AWP means to me …

As engineering progresses, oversee the 
further refinement of the initial Level 3 

CWPs into a well-defined logical sequence 
of Level 4 IWPs for optimal construction 

execution

Drive Close-Out of 
Constraint Free IWPs

Oversee Scope and 
Sequence of IWPs

manage the IWPs development 
as per WFP Requirements.

Ensure Constraint Free IWPs are issued to 
the field and drive timely close-out of IWPs

Scope and Sequence 
Level 4 IWP Release Plan

Monitor the status of engineering & procurement deliverables 
by the use of data driven reports & visual status.

CWP Readiness Reviews

WFP to Me – WorkFace Coordinator

Assist in Path of Construction IAP 
workshops and development for 

CWAs and CWPs 

POC: CWA  CWPs

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Path of construction from CWA to CWP - We are talking about assisting in the Path of Construction Interactive Planning workshops and development for CWAs and CWPs. On larger jobs you would see more Coordinators asked to come into these, probably towards the end. WorkFace Planners might support this for smaller jobs. The WorkFace Planning Coordinator sometimes has the opportunity to come in and support the Path of Construction as well.Scope and Sequence: Level 4 IWP Release Plan - As engineering progresses, the Coordinator must oversee the further refinement of the initial Level 3 CWPs into a well-defined, logical sequence of Level 4 IWPs, for optimal construction execution. On very large projects sometimes it's advisable to break CWPs into sub CWPs. In this case we are talking about IWPs. Typically, all the models are done, and we can see the scope, so we may not have all the drawings completed but we can visualize things. The best thing we can do as WorkFace Planning Coordinators is to look further into the CWP’s. Start interrogating the models for those CWPs that have not been released, and at least open up the conversation about how we would approach it. It may matter at some point, or at least we're ahead and see what's coming soon. Once the CWP is released and we starting to work on that, the next step is to start looking at issues that might come up if the CWP is delayed.CWP Readiness Reviews - Monitor the status of engineering and procurement deliverables using data driven reports and visual status. It is important, to know what our coordinators are working on. We should be able to see what issues they're having, and be a proponent of constraint free, or reasonably constraint free, CWP releases so we don't inherit the problem over an issue that should have been resolved during the Readiness Review. Oversee Scope and Sequence of IWPs – You may oversee several WorkFace Planners who are going to need guidance on how these IWPs are going to get scoped into smaller IWPs and sequenced, and the other components at this level. Be very aware of the integration requirements with other disciplines that other WorkFace Planning Coordinators have control over. The integrated planning that happens during the IWP development period, is important to keep in perspective so we're not starting and stopping IWPs at the last minute.Drive Close-Out of Constraint Free IWPs - It is the WorkFace Planner’s responsibility to help to get these closed-out, but the WorkFace Planning Coordinator also needs to keep an overall perspective that the process of close-out is in progress. They must also support the consequences of IWP’s that can’t close out.
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POC: CWA  CWAs

• Ensure the development of 
the Path of construction 
follows intended delivery 
plans 

• IWP naming convention 
established as modification 
of CWP

• Interface with Project 
Controls to ensure IWPs 
are accurately added into 
the project schedule, 
estimate and cost control 
systems with out logic tie.

As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator, here what WFP means for me …

Return

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

Assist in Path of Construction IAP 
workshops and development for 

CWAs and CWPs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let's investigate this in a little bit more detail. Assist in Path of Construction :Ensure the development of the Path of Construction follows the intended delivery plans.The WorkFace Planning Coordinator will have more access up-front, and needs to get a good idea of how this project is going to progress, or at least the part that they are involved with. Their experience will tell them all the typical things that could go wrong, that they now have the opportunity to prevent. Monitoring development also means matching the intended delivery plans, seeing where there are discrepancies, and understanding why there is a difference. We need to ensure this development of Path of Construction follows the intended delivery plans.IWP naming convention established as modification of CWP:The WorkFace Planning Coordinator manages a lot across the entire life cycle and needs to really understand that naming convention, and every bit of code, and where the CWP might be located, and how to communicate that.  We need to have a broader understanding of the entire naming convention. Interface with Project Controls to ensure IWPs are accurately added into the project schedule, estimate, and cost control systems with out logic tie:In this case a Coordinator needs to be more in tune with what's going on with Project Controls.   We need to know what is getting released, and what has been closed, and then report those ties back to them. There needs to be alignment with what Project Controls says should be released to meet those schedules. If things are held up, if there is something not completed in time, or completed earlier, or not completed because of other factors, that needs to be accurately reflected both ways. When IWPs get into the project schedule the WorkFace Planners working with them know when things are priorities, and not priorities, and not to work on IWPs that have been acquired too soon. There is a constant check and balance system to ensure that we are working on things that are the highest priority.
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As engineering progresses, 
further refine the initial Level 3 

CWPs into a well-defined logical 
sequence of Level 4 IWPs for 
optimal construction execution
• Manage the development of 

IWP based on Master 
Schedule.

• Establish IWP boundaries 
based on constructability 
reviews, General Foreman 
input and sequencing priorities. 

• Regularly attend and facilitate 
Superintendent meetings

Scope and Sequence 
Level 4 CWPs

Return

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator, here what WFP means for me …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As engineering progresses, further refine the initial Level 3 CWPs into a well-defined logical sequence of Level 4 IWPs for optimal construction execution:We want to make sure that the CWP start, and end dates are known, and they should be at this level. We also want to make sure that how we break the IWPs early on can be planned and constructed within that same time frame. A lot of times if we break things out, put them into some logical order, and arbitrarily assign dates to them, they somewhat fit. This is the time when we want to really make sure they fit, and that we don’t have any surprises. This at least gives us an idea of that. A Foreman or General Foreman can look then at that IWP sequence, and the IWP scopes, and raise a red flag if it looks like it's not going to match the overall schedule. Scoping and sequencing at this level ahead of release, there should be enough information available to the Planners so that they can look at the IWP boundaries based on those reviews, or models, and start getting some input from the General Foreman and sequence priorities. They should also be able to see ahead where they may have interfaces with other disciplines that have to be considered or start making trade-offs between other IWPs to make the installation much more efficient. For example, you may want some structural steel work to go on ahead of you so that you can make your piping installs much easier. The more we look ahead, the more we can optimize. Attend and facilitate Superintendent meetings as often as you can. This is important because the WorkFace Planning Coordinators are overseeing several CWPs, and several WorkFace Planners, and are going to have a good idea of what’s really going to happen. Not only within the next four weeks, but likely also what's happening in the next twelve. So, keep these Superintendents informed of what's going on and where their issues are, so they could rapidly re-plan if they need to, or have a high level of confidence that they can continue working that plan the way it is.
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Monitor the status of engineering & procurement deliverables 
by the use of data driven reports & visual status.

CWP Readiness Reviews

• A Virtual Construction Model becomes 
a primary tool for not only supporting 
planning efforts, Actual building of the 
IWPS but also for providing a high level 
of visibility into project status

• Ability to monitor engineering status of 
drawing production and IFC releases 

• Ability to monitor fabrication & delivery 
statuses of steel beams, pipe spools, 
equipment & instrument tagged items 
relative to the Path of Construction

• A tool to assist with Construction 
Readiness with visualization on 
engineering and material status

Return

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator, here what WFP means for me …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
CWP Readiness Reviews – This is the first step towards stopping bad work. As a first-time coordinator you must need to know that the AWP Coordinators are doing their job. They need to be coordinating with Engineering, Procurement, Project Controls and others on whether the project is ready. Communication has to happen between the WorkFace Planning Coordinators and the AWP or CWP Coordinators. That's an important part: adapt as a WorkFace Planning Coordinator to where you can tell when somebody is about to release something that they shouldn’t, and are capable of giving advice to make sure that they follow the rules.A Virtual Construction Model becomes a primary tool, not only to support planning efforts, but also to support the actual building of the IWPs, and for providing a high level of visibility into project status- So, when the CWP reaches this level it’s much more highly defined, and the only thing we’re working on is making sure the Engineering deliverables are going to meet the dates, and materials and procurement are all done. We should have a lot of good information at this stage.Ability to monitor engineering status for drawing production and IFC releases – If document control systems and communications are correct, you should be able to see what's the highest in IFC release. Ability to monitor fabrication and delivery statuses of steel beams, pipe spools, equipment, and instrumentation tagged items relative to the Path of Construction - The overall relationships with these fabricators are going to be a responsibility of the WorkFace Planning Coordinator. These coordinators know when things need to be escalated and who to reach for in the fabrication yards, as well as in procurement, to make sure that any final coordination efforts, requirements or constraints are cleared. A tool to assist with construction readiness and visualization on engineering and material status - Here we're looking at what we need to do to visualize things. It would not be too difficult to get the tools not only to support construction readiness, but also to configure things to visualize the multitude of conditions and statuses that our projects go through. 
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Execute New Job Specifications 
as per WFP Requirements.

Ensure WFP Job
Specifications are Met

• Based on new and existing Job 
specifications manage 
development of IWPs

• Company WFP Coordinator will 
ensure the contractor WFP 
Teams are adequately satisfying 
IWP Production

• The Workface Planning 
Coordinator identifies constraints 
that contractor team will need to 
address before work is started in 
the field.

Return

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator, here what WFP means for me …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Look at this next one: Ensure WFP job specifications are met. New and existing job specifications manage the development of IWPs - Different projects require different things. Different specifications, documents, and other requirements for your company need to be determined and put into practice.Company WFP Coordinator will ensure the contractor WFP Teams are adequately satisfying IWP Production -It's important to make sure that we are following the IWP production requirements. If we get sloppy, or we don't follow requirements, then the work starts fragmenting and going back to what we had before, which is a lot of people, working a lot of places with no coordinated plan, and the schedule could not possibly reflect the reality of the field.The Workface Planning Coordinator identifies constraints that the contractor team will need to address before work is started in the field - In this case there are some relationships where the coordinator is on the EPC side, or the owner side, and they need to communicate constraints that the Workface Planner needs to include and address before the work is started. 
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Ensure Constraint Free IWPs 
are issued to the field and 

drive timely close-out of IWPs

Drive Close-Out of 
Constraint Free IWPs

WorkFace Planning  Coordinator is 
accountable to ensure:

1. IWPs are developed well in advance of 
execution 

2. Constraints on IWPs are identified and 
assigned for resolution 

3. Constraint-free IWPs are issued to the field 

4. IWPs are sized to and structured to be 
completed in a timely fashion

5. IWPs are completed and closed 100% 
complete with minimal exceptions

Return

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

As a WorkFace Planning Coordinator, here what WFP means for me …

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Close-out is important. It communicates back to us where we really are in our progress, and how well we've executed, and optimized, results from the close-out. IWPs are developed well in advance of execution: Within an eight to twelve week period, depending on what the project chooses, and that they're not last minute.Constraints on IWPs are identified and assigned for resolution - the WorkFace Planner starts going to work here removing those constraints.Constraint-free IWPs are issued to the field – If you release constraint free IWPs, you're subjecting your crews to failure and hoping that a missing material shows up on time, or that last little bit of engineering information is going to make it, so it's better to really work hard and not let those things slip. Work with Engineers and let them know it’s critical and let them escalate to resolve an issue. IWPs are sized and structured to be completed in a timely fashion - We want to make sure that IWPs are predictable. If we make them too big and they’re done over a long period of time, we lose opportunities to integrate into them, or there are chances of a Foreman being overwhelmed by all the information and not understanding all of the issues. When they’re the right size, the Foreman can fully understand what that IWP is trying to do, the scope of that, and the sequence of constraints that he needs to be responsible for. So that Foreman can say:  “Yes, I can get it done, I can see myself finishing within this one to two week period.” That's ideally what we want to achieve, because anything too big subjects everything to too much variation, and we want to avoid that. IWPs are completed and closed 100% complete with minimal exceptions – It is important to complete these as quickly as you can. If you are unable to close them there are options that enable us to look at those incomplete items and pull them in in different ways so they don’t get lost.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, now it's time for the third quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number three.



Lesson #4
Organizational Structure

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lesson number four, we will be investigating the organizational structure of WorkFace Planning.
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Project Manager

Engineering 
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Procurement 
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Contractor 
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Contractor 
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Coordinator

Contracts
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Expediting
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Site Mat’ls

WFP for Me – WorkFace Coordinator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are several ways by which AWP can be supported organizationally. This organization has chosen a robust layer of support with 4 new roles reporting to the AWP Champion, with a dotted line to the Construction Manager’s Contractor WorkFace Coordinators. There are lots of variations of this diagram. How the project is organized and how we’re interfacing with the owner, or the EPC, or contractors and subcontractors could cause variations. Where we reside on this diagram depends on the type of project, who our partners are, if we’re doing a  joint venture, if the owner is heavily involved, etcetera. The WorkFace Planning Coordinator could be working under an AWP Champion, or under the contractors, as a Contractor WorkFace Planner. Typically, Workface Planners work as Contractor WorkFace Coordinators. There may be ties between the WF Planner and the EPC Coordinator, on large enough jobs. If we are working with an EPC with their own WorkFace Planners, or an EPCM that has contractors also with WorkFace Planners, we may need to provide the WorkFace Planners to that contractor because they may not be familiar with Advanced Work Packaging. We need to know what's getting ready to be released, and what the status of those CWPS is. We need to know how that's being supported by the model, so we can share it with others in our planning, and work with the WorkFace Planners that are sitting at the contractor or sitting below us. For instance, the WFP Coordinators need to be very familiar with what the AWP Technicians are showing, and the status of their work. The WFP Coordinator reports to the AWP Coordinator, so that they understand what is happening with the release of CWPs and the work being done on them. As WorkFace Coordinators we may be the ones to develop the IWPs and release them to the contractors, preferably in a steady stream so that they are productive. There is a burden on the Coordinator, but the benefits here outweigh the burden. If we bring someone on and they are going to participate in WorkFace Planning, the whole system has to work, or we won’t benefit from this program as expected. 
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Who Does the AWP Coordinator Support?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The WorkFace Planning Coordinator needs to oversee several teams. The General Foreman may over see several different WorkFace Planners in the same discipline, or multiple disciplines, their responsibility is to keep all of them productive. 
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New Roles

Who Does the AWP Coordinator Support?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We’re going to talk a little bit about the AWP Technician. The WorkFace Planning Coordinator needs to make sure that the technician is working to the benefit of the WorkFace Planning Group, and not only reflecting on their automation models or programs, but also manipulating and conditioning the models to base decisions on. That technician needs to be able to reflect that information, using whatever tools they have that at their disposal. The WorkFace Planner Coordinator needs to be aware of when things start falling apart, or what tools are being provided to the WorkFace Planners. If the WorkFace Planners themselves don't have access to the tool to take screenshots, there should be a mechanism in place where other support staff can assist in doing that. We're supporting them for it, and making sure the information that's coming out of the models from the technicians is accurate. The Coordinator needs to be aware of their capabilities and what's going on. Is the AWP Technician supporting them adequately? Are they falling behind? Are there issues with information being given to technicians and not reflecting things in engineering? We have to check that they have the latest and greatest information. Working off of outdated models or documents is a threat to this process.In this case, the Coordinators are supporting the development of CWPs. There may be several WFP Coordinators on large jobs that must work closely with the AWP Facilitators.  The model administrator works along with the AWP Technician to ensure that all of the tools are in order to support the WFP group.
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Who Supports WFP?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are suggesting to have WFP Facilitators on the owner side, depending on the project. Many owners choose to put teams in place, but a lot of them on the larger jobs have EPC or EPCM that take over these roles. There may be, on the owner’s side, WorkFace Planning Facilitators that have an overall responsibility for overseeing the WorkFace Planning Coordinators that contractors may have, or the EPC directly. This could change, and if this was an EPC you might see this become a WorkFace Planning Coordinator.  The relationships are typically that way on a larger project, and in a bigger organization, they’re very important. The contractor, whoever their Senior Construction Advisor is, or the Construction Advisor, if it's a Project Manager, is responsible. Ideally, there is a WorkFace Planning Champion and they have bought in to the benefits of WorkFace Planning and support it. Either because they were required to buy the contract and owner contract, or because it's good business practice, they have identified a WorkFace Planning Champion to make sure that they execute the WorkFace Planning Program properly. They are also supporting EPCs who have a contract relationship with the contractor and have those requirements. The WorkFace Planning Coordinator is a key role here, they are coordinating with the Superintendents directly, and with Engineers, and others that might be sitting on the side of the equation with the EPC or the owner. There are cases where these roles may have changed too. The WorkFace Planner may also sit over here on the EPC and owner side, because this contractor doesn't have either one of these. Maybe they want to learn, and they will provide a few people, but they need training, and then we would have some oversight into strategies where the contractors don't have that competency. The EPC may fulfill that role and release those IWPs themselves to the contractor. So, there is this “right configuration” that needs to be determined, depending on the project. You have a giga project with multiple large areas that are projects in their own right, and even some with projects within projects. These types of variances need to be determined, because in some cases you have a very sophisticated contractor and they're managing the WorkFace Planning Coordinator. We get data going back and forth, we have all sorts of things supporting it, we're good. Other cases not good. We need to do it because we want this contractor to be successful, and there are too many instances where one contractor destroys the whole project. When we start talking about much smaller organizations or projects, just from the project side: the contractor may be a maintenance contractor, where they are a permanent contractor within the owner’s organization, where the owner then creates the IWPs for the contractor to execute. Therefore, the owner’s WorkFace Planning Facilitator really trades places with the contractors WorkFace Planner. The WorkFace Planner is then within the owner organization or EPC organization and the WorkFace Planning Facilitator is within the contractor’s organization. The owners are creating the work packages and the Facilitator is accepting the packages and distributing them amongst those that are going to execute it, so that particular model happens in maintenance shut-downs. They operate in that manner within their internal contractors. They will build the IWPs, and if they have to be transferred to a different contractor, the contractor will require a WorkFace Planning Facilitator to accept and distribute those packages as required. This also pertains to the level of oversight, or maturity of an owner. If you have a very mature AWP owner, they may choose to have a much higher level of oversight over the contractor than say, an owner who has very little AWP capabilities, and may contract out everything to the contractors to execute. The contractor may be responsible for all things AWP and WorkFace Planning, and even the WFP lead, or team leads, or Facilitators may not exist within the owner/operator’s organization chart if they were very immature and require the contractor to do all of the above.Contracting types also play a valuable role in how this organizational structure is established, and we've shown you several different organizational structures that all look similar, with small changes in nuances based on the situation that they're applied to. Where you may see these types of changes, is in different types of contracts. If we have a cost reimbursable contract, the owner may want a large level of oversight over the AWP coordinators and WorkFace Planning Facilitators that  are receiving the work packages and signing off and vetting those packages as executable, then sending them back for execution. Some owners have large amount of oversight on a program, especially on cost reimbursable programs, so that they don't get way out of hand. In a contract that may be a turn-key or lump sum type contract, the contractor may choose or may not choose to use AWP. If they are a smart contractor, they'll choose to use AWP, but the owner, because it's lump sum, may choose to have zero oversight over the AWP program, and therefore not require that level of integration with similar job positions within the owner and contractor roles.  So, then you will see WorkFace Planning Champions and AWP Coordinators and WorkFace Planning Coordinators within the contractor role in a lump sum, but often not the owner because the owner doesn't have the same level of risk. Typically, if the owner is carrying high levels of risk, they will have a high level of AWP WorkFace Planning oversight. If they're carrying low levels of risk, they will typically have very few WorkFace Planning or AWP personnel. 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, now it's time for the fourth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number four.
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Responsibilities

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In lesson number five, we will be looking at the responsibilities of the WorkFace Planning Coordinator.
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Lifecycle of an IWP
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
IWP Overview   Installation Work Packaging (IWP) represents a process incorporating the required communication, constraint checking/validation and final documentation that allows the ultimate customer and the crew at the WorkFace to successfully perform the prescribed work. For Installation Work Packaging to be effectively implemented, the IWP Life Cycle process needs to follow five distinct activities: Electronic IWP Creation, Document Control Interface, Issuance of IWP to the Field, Control of the IWP in the Field, and the IWP Close-Out. Each of the five separate blocks in the overview contains key elements of the IWP Life Cycle. The blocks are numerated with ties to subsequent flow diagrams that further breakdown the essential IWP processes from creation, to document control, through issuance and control in the field, and, finally, to close out.  The IWP Life Cycle incorporates industry best practices and data recently compiled by members of the research teams at active jobsites, using a work packaging program.
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What are the roles & responsibilities?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
What are the roles and responsibilities of the company and the contractor?Company-AWP Program Support.-Drive optimization across project phases and stakeholders.-CWP release Review: Support removal of constraints. IWP Scoping and Development, IWP Release Process, and IWP Close-out Process are released to contractor for review, then returned to company for facilitation, guidance, and approval.Contractor-IWP Scoping and Development-Production Management and Field Execution of:IWP Release ProcessIWP Close-Out Process
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What are the roles & responsibilities?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The company’s roles and responsibilities:Supports and improves AWP program execution.Plans, readies and releases CWPs for Contractor development.Maintains cross-project focus on optimized delivery.Approves work package scope, sequence, release and close-out.Provides training and tools to make WFP a success on the project.
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What are the roles & responsibilities?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The contractor’s roles and responsibilities:Adopts and executes the Workface Planning processes, including providing the Workface Coordinators and others with support.Participates in production management, planning, and control of the IWPs to optimize flow and coordination of trades.Identifies and communicates target improvements to the WFP program execution.
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Responsibilities

ID Responsibility Stakeholder

R-WF-01

Participate in a series of Interactive Planning (IAP) sessions to collaboratively, initially define and then subsequently refine the Path of 
Construction to be represented in the Level 3 schedule relating CWPs to EWPs, PWPs, MCPs and TOPs. These session will finalize 
CWP/EWP/PWP definitions and execution sequence into the baseline Level 3 schedule and eventually refine the Level 3 schedule into a 
more robust and well-defined sequence of CWPs in the Level 4 Schedule based upon constructability visualized in a detailed 3D model.

R-WF-02 Support PWP development to ensure they are managed properly and constraints are identified on a weekly basis, reconciled against
the VCM and validated so the VCM can be used confidently for construction planning via status visualizations and reporting.

R-WF-03 Ensure a visual sequence of CWPs and IWPs is developed to facilitate the review of scopes and sequences and the creation of the IWP 
Execution Report for rolling look-ahead schedule visibility, Weekly Work Plans and execution status of IWPs.

R-WF-04

Support the development of  CWPs so that status can be monitored and measured via weekly "Skyline Reports" and visual status 
reports can be produced. Support efforts ensuring CWPs will start and finish on time according to scheduled dates while routinely 
identifying and escalating constraints at a sufficient level of risk allowing sufficient “lead time” to be assigned to and addressed by 
appropriate persons to remove and eliminate. 

R-WF-05 Ensure development of Level 5 schedule representing IWPs sequenced for field execution and structure Level 4 & 5 schedules so status 
and progress can be aggregated in a precise and transparent way by refined CWPs to the baseline Level 3 Schedule by Initial CWPs.

R-WF-06 Ensure the expanded WBS is in alignment with the AWP Coding Structure in place for the project in terms of CWP and IWP naming
conventions.

R-WF-07 Develop, maintain and manage craft specific IWP templates with approval by client

R-WF-08
Develop, issue and manage a buffer of “constraint-free” IWPs for field execution that will be monitored, measured and reported on a 
weekly basis. When the buffer of “constraint-free” IWPs is found to be deficient, develop a corrective action plan to address issues and 
approved by the client

R-WF-09
60 to 90 days in advance of field execution, appropriately scope, sequence and assign "right sized", well defined IWPs using the WBS to 
correspond to CWPs allowing early identification, escalation and removal of constraints to meet the schedule requirements while taking 
into account the intent to optimize the use of resources required to execute the work.   

R-WF-10

Update the CWP & IWP Release Plan routinely and identify all IWP constraints until IWP close-out, designating constraints to be 
removed prior to release for IWP execution, to be removed after IWP release and prior to execution or to be addressed during field 
execution. Assign all constraints to responsible stakeholders and routinely identify and escalate constraints with risk of adversely 
impacting the safe, efficient and productive performance of the work

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will now cover the responsibilities of the WorkFace Planner in more detail. Please follow along with usas we identify each responsibility as pictured in the above slide.R-WF-01- Responsibility: Participate in a series of Interactive Planning (IAP) sessions to collaboratively define, and then subsequently refine, the Path of Construction to be represented in the Level 3 schedule, relating CWPs to EWPs, PWPs, MCPs and TOPs. These sessions will finalize CWP/EWP/PWP definitions and execution sequence into the baseline Level 3 schedule, and eventually refine the Level 3 schedule into a more robust and well-defined sequence of CWPs in the Level 4 Schedule based upon constructability visualized in a detailed 3D model.R-WF-02 - Responsibility: Support PWP development to ensure they are managed correctly, and that constraints are identified on a weekly basis, reconciled against the VCM and validated so that the VCM can be used confidently for construction planning via status visualizations and reporting.R-WF-03 - Responsibility: Ensure that a visual sequence of CWPs and IWPs is developed to facilitate the review of scopes and sequences. Ensure creation of the IWP Execution Report for rolling look-ahead schedule visibility, Weekly Work Plans, and execution status of IWPs.R-WF-04 – Responsibility: Support the development of CWPs so that status can be monitored and measured via weekly "Skyline Reports" and visual status reports can be produced. Support efforts ensuring CWPs will start and finish on time according to scheduled dates, while routinely identifying and escalating constraints at a sufficient level of risk, allowing sufficient “lead time” to be assigned to and addressed by appropriate persons to remove and eliminate. R-WF-05 – Responsibility: Ensure development of Level 5 schedule representing IWPs sequenced for field execution. Structure Level 4 & 5 schedules so that status and progress can be aggregated in a precise and transparent way by refined CWPs to the baseline Level 3 Schedule by Initial CWPs.R-WF-06 – Responsibility: Ensure the expanded WBS is in alignment with the AWP Coding Structure in place for the project in terms of CWP and IWP naming conventions.R-WF-07 – Responsibility: Develop, maintain and manage craft specific IWP templates with approval by client.R-WF-08 – Responsibility: Develop, issue, and manage a buffer of “constraint-free” IWPs for field execution that will be monitored, measured, and reported on a weekly basis. When the buffer of “constraint-free” IWPs is found to be deficient, develop a corrective action plan to address issues and approved by the client.R-WF-09 – Responsibility: 60 to 90 days in advance of field execution appropriately scope, sequence, and assign "right sized", well defined IWPs using the WBS to correspond to CWPs. This will allow early identification, escalation, and removal of constraints to meet the schedule requirements, while considering the intent to optimize the use of resources required.R-WF-10 – Responsibilities: Update the CWP & IWP Release Plan routinely and identify all IWP constraints until IWP close-out, designating constraints to be removed prior to release for IWP execution, to be removed after IWP release and prior to execution, or to be addressed during field execution. Assign all constraints to responsible stakeholders and routinely identify and escalate constraints with risk of adversely impacting the safe, efficient, and productive performance of the work
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Responsibilities

ID Responsibility Stakeholder

R-WF-11

Include craft front-line supervision in IWP reviews and approvals, ensuring IWP identifiers are routinely updated in Weekly Work Plans 
indicating which IWPs are being executed, including actual start date, actual completion date, current status and any incomplete work 
scopes. When requested undergo a review and approval process for IWP Scoping and Sequencing with the client prior to release for
execution. 

R-WF-12 Maintain IWP’s in a rolling three-week lookahead verifying all materials are available and can be issued for an IWP with positive 
material verification. Make any preparations and arrangements necessary for staging all materials at the workface for the IWPs.

R-WF-13 Support the development of a back-log of released IWPs that are not deemed critical-path activities that can be assigned to crews for 
resource leveling and to serve as back-up if one or more IWPs in the three-week lookahead are not able to be executed in the field.

R-WF-14
Institute and lead a formal "IWP Close-Out Review" process with weekly working sessions to clarify status of IWP field execution and 
completion whereby incomplete IWPs work scopes are identified and expedited for completion or else removed and re-planned in 
other IWPs to be executed at a later time.  

R-WF-15 Issue weekly "IWP Skyline Reports” that track, monitor, measure and report status of IWP close-out and associated work. When 
“Reasons for Delay” are found to be symptomatic, develop and maintain a corrective action plan to be approved by the client.

R-WF-16 Lead progress review meetings of WFP KPIs and Status of key WFP program elements

R-WF-17
Configure and establish IWP development capability at a tiered level of automation using IWP Templates and the AWP Platform 
including Tier 1 IWPs created and published with 3D tasks, Tier 2 IWPs created and published with 2D tasks, Tier 3 IWPs created 
manually and published to Document Mgmt System, and Tier 4 IWPs created with 1 page coversheets only.

R-WF-18 Make the AWP Platform available to Implementation contractors and subcontractors on site to develop, manage and publish IWPs,
MCPs, etc …

R-WF-19 In cases where a contractor expands the WBS to lower levels, the expanded WBS will be in alignment with AWP Coding Structure for
the project in terms of CWP and IWP naming conventions.

R-WF-20 Provide a WFP Management Plan (WFPMP) applicable for the CONTRACTOR’S scope of WORK.  

R-WF-21 Ensure an AWP Training Plan is developed and implemented for the project, including a system to track and monitor AWP Training 
Goals, Registration and Team Skills enablement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s continue on this slide, pictured above, with further responsibilities of the WorkFace Planner. R-WF-11 – Responsibility: Include craft front-line supervision in IWP reviews and approvals, ensuring IWP identifiers are routinely updated in Weekly Work Plans indicating which IWPs are being executed,. This should include the actual start date, actual completion date, current status, and any incomplete work scopes. When requested, undergo a review and approval process for IWP Scoping and Sequencing with the client prior to release for execution. R-WF-12 – Responsibility: Maintain IWP’s in a rolling three-week look-ahead, verifying all materials are available and can be issued for an IWP with positive material verification. Make any preparations and arrangements necessary for staging all materials at the WorkFace for the IWPs.R-WF-13 – Responsibility: Support the development of a back-log of released IWPs that are not deemed critical-path activities, which can be assigned to crews for resource leveling, and to serve as back-up if one or more IWPs in the three-week look-ahead are not able to be executed.R-WF-14 – Responsibility: Institute and lead a formal "IWP Close-Out Review" process with weekly working sessions to clarify status of IWP field execution and completion, whereby incomplete IWPs work scopes are identified and expedited for completion, or else removed and re-planned in other IWPs to be executed later.  R-WF-15 – Responsibility: Issue weekly "IWP Skyline Reports” that track, monitor, measure, and report status of IWP close-out and associated work. When “Reasons for Delay” are found to be symptomatic, develop and maintain a corrective action plan to be approved by the client.R-WF-16 – Responsibility: Lead progress review meetings of WFP KPIs and status of key WFP program elements.R-WF-17 – Responsibility: Configure and establish IWP development capability at a tiered level of automation using IWP Templates and the AWP Platform, including: Tier 1 IWPs created and published with 3D tasks, Tier 2 IWPs created and published with 2D tasks, Tier 3 IWPs created manually and published to Document Management System, and Tier 4 IWPs created with 1 page coversheets only.R-WF-18 – Responsibility: Make the AWP Platform available to implementation contractors and subcontractors on site to develop, manage, and publish IWPs, MCPs, etcetera.R-WF-19 – Responsibility: In cases where a contractor expands the WBS to lower levels, the expanded WBS will be in alignment with AWP Coding Structure for the project in terms of CWP and IWP naming conventions.R-WF-20 – Responsibility: Provide a WFP Management Plan (WFPMP) applicable for the CONTRACTOR’S scope of WORK.  R-WF-21 – Responsibility: Ensure an AWP Training Plan is developed and implemented for the project, including a system to track and monitor AWP Training Goals, Registration and Team Skills enablement.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
All right, now it's time for the fifth quiz of this module. In order to take the quiz, exit this video, then from your account dashboard, click on quiz number five.
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